
 
CASUAL SUMMER TRUCK CREW  

 
Hi.  
  
You may know us for our food trucks, wedding catering, artisan breads and maybe doughnuts…  
 
We have four food trucks based in Palmy but travelling all over the Lower North Island all 
summer long. Weddings, Festivals, Fairs and Shows, no two weeks are the same. 
  
We have an extensive offer with pop up events serving hundreds, full service wedding events, 
onsite catering as well as trade events selling our bread. 
  
We have a tonne of shifts up for grabs for the right kind of people. Hard workers who are up for 
a good time, love to be busy and with the right vibe to fit in with our crew. 
  
We need all kinds of people but our main focus is on with people with: 
- grill skills 
-  waiting skills 
- clean licences with truck and trailer exp. 
- general wedding experience/ maitre d type experience 
- plus general foodies who love to interact with customers. 
  
Shifts  vary in length, but can be up to 12 hours long and do require travel. (our cars, not 
generally yours) 
  
We operate a open roster system so you choose the shifts you are interested in  and we will 
select the people who are most suited to the role. You will have a roster a full month or longer in 
advance generally. 
  
Generally these roles are available from November to April, However we are expanding rapidly 
so we will always find roles for the right people. 
  
We love these traits in people so if you have: 
  

- Proven and reliable work history - this a job, you’ll be required to work, for the entire time 
you’re at work. Shock horror!  



-  An ability to work under pressure to meet deadlines - we have a no excuses team, we 
get it done. No matter what.  

- Pro-active and positive attitude - We need you to get sheeeet done and make our clients 
happy 

-  Flexibility to work overtime as required - it's going to happen, let's be realistic  
 
  
If you are looking for a challenge and an opportunity in the food/ baking industry, to join a game 
changing business that has plenty of scope for the future and are looking for a great place to 
work, then please apply via our website.  
  
- Due to the amount of applications we receive, we may only contact the successful applicants.  
  
- Applicants for this position should have NZ residency or a valid NZ work visa.  
  
- Remuneration depends on experience and how much you make our lives easier… ha!  
  
- We want this person to start tomorrow… but we’re obviously realistic that you probably have a 
job and need to resign on good terms so if you sound like our cup of tea we won't hesitate to get 
in touch for a catch up. Once we find the right person we will work with them to make a start 
plan.  
  
- We are Palmerston North Based so you will need to be too or happy to travel.  
  
- A clean drivers licence is also an advantage.  
  
Check out our Instagram, Facebook and Website for more info on who we are and what we do.  
 


